
COMP 623A Fall 2005
Projects

Important Dates

• Project Proposal: Friday, October 28 (earlier is encouraged)

• Final Submission: Friday, December 2

Overview

The purpose of the project is to allow you to investigate some aspect of concurrency/multithreading in detail. You
can select a possible project from the areas described below, or you can propose one of your own design if have a
specific topic in which you are interested.
Projects are intended to be individual work: group projects are typically not allowed. Your project must be an
original work by you directly for this course—you may only combine this with work in other courses if you get
express, written permission of all instructors involved.
Each project must be related to the course material (concurrency and/ormultithreading), but can involve theoretical
aspects, programming efforts or a combination. The central criteria are that the project must berelevant to the
course, be of anon-trivial nature, and be of enough interest to you that you are motivated to complete it.All projects
must include an investigation of related work.
Your project proposal should be written following the document template indicated on the course web page:

http://www.cs.mcgill.ca/˜cs623/proposal.html
This template describes the sections your proposal should have, and what you should be talking about in each. LATEX
documents are preferred, but not required.

What You Must Do

You should follow these steps in developing your project:

• Decide on a topic. Do this as soon as possible.
• Write a proposal. Follow the template mentioned earlier in this document. This will require that you expend

some effort investigating your topic, developing a strategy and locating relevant work.
• Do the project; use your written proposal as a guideline for producing thefinal project report. Remember

to leave adequate time in your schedule for debugging and/or literature searches. The format of the final
written report will be discussed later in the term.

Evaluation

Your project will be evaluated on the following general points:

• Sophistication/complexity of the problem being solved/investigated and of the solution(s)/approaches con-
sidered.

• Demonstrated ability to extract/analyze concurrency-related problems/issues from a general problem/area
of interest.

• Clarity of explanations, and for implementations programming skill/quality. Your report should be well-
written and free of grammatical and spelling errors. Programs must be well-commented and in a professional
style.
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• Awareness of related work. Others have considered the same or similar problems before you. Your work
does not have to be novel, but you should be able to contextualize your approach. Be sure to explain how
each referenced work isrelated to your work. Note that a 5-minute google search will not be adequate; if
you are unfamiliar with other sources look at the Schulich Library website:

http://www.mcgill.ca/schulich/guides/subject/compsci
• Completeness of the project.

Theoretical Material

A detailed investigation of any of the concepts we’ve touched on (and many we haven’t) is also possible. There
are many variations on CCS, CSP, Dataflow, or you might consider other formalisms such as Petri-Nets, Graph-
Rewrite Systems, L-Systems, Cellular Automata, Linear Logic,π-calculus,µ-calculus, ambient calculus, geomet-
ric/topological models, systolic systems, and so on. You could examine and/orcompare the relative merits of any of
these systems, or explore an issue or theoretical problem in concurrency in relation to one of these systems. Con-
sider: deadlock, synchronization, clocks & timing, memory models, fairness, fault-tolerance, process-equivalence,
expressiveness, determinacy, global snapshots, broadcasting, scheduling, termination. . .
This sort of project will require you first to clearly explain the issue and/or describe the formalism in high-level
terms, then to explain what problem is being solved or what aspects you areconsidering, and how the formalism in
question solves or addresses these problems. A comparison should relatethe interesting constructs of one system to
the other.
You may also wish to consider how a certain formalism could be applied to a particular practical, or set of abstract
problems (Dining Philosophers, Sleeping Barber, Rollercoaster, Firing Squad, Cigarette Smokers, etc).

Multithreaded Implementations

There are many interesting algorithms which would benefit from a multithreadedimplementation. For this kind
of project you must indicate how multithreading either facilitates programming (ie isthis algorithm “naturally”
multithreaded?), speeds up execution time (on a multiprocessor, does it “scale”?), or otherwise is beneficial (reduced
latency, improved response time, etc). You can implement your project in either Java or PThreads. For most of these
the instructor can supply you with starting points for researching relevantwork.
Some possible algorithms amenable to or appropriate for concurrent implementations:

• Pedestrian streams. Two streams of pedestrians move diagonally across anopen square area, crossing at the
center.

Model this on a square grid using an appropriate multithreading design. Each stream is composed oft pedes-
trians started everyn milliseconds that start in a diagonal line and move everys milliseconds toward the
corresponding position at the opposite corner. Each agent should judge it’s next move by a local examination
of a fixed distance of adjacent grid cells, and should avoid collisions. Bothstreams should start at once. The
whole system should not deadlock.

Consider the effect of changing various parameters, such ast, n, s, as well as the size of the grid, the visibility
radius of each pedestrian, their speed, etc. on general throughput/latency and also on concurrent scalability.

• Traffic simulation. Model autonomous cars interacting at a roundabout. There should be multiple lanes
and entrances/exits in the roundabout; vehicles should behave independently and concurrently, and generally
respect the laws of physics and driving.

Potential issues to consider include scaling of the concurrent approach, throughput, latency, accuracy, fault-
tolerance, behaviour of different vehicle types, sizes, driving styles, etc.
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• Concurrent game play. Many computer games, simple or complex, multiplayer or single player, can be im-
plemented to take advantage of concurrency (due to multiplayer, or due to concurrent processing of events or
systems).

• N-Body. Dynamic data structure-based simulation ofn gravitational bodies. This is a classic physics problem
which can be parallelized.

• L-systems. Concurrent string rewriting grammars.

• Graph Rewrite Systems. Simulate a concurrent graph rewriting grammar.

• Cellular Automata. Efficiently model synchronous grid transformations. Consider partitioning requirements
for distributed computation or efficient synchronization in a shared memory model, sparse or dense calcula-
tions.

• Graph algorithms. For computing properties of graphs—spanning trees, colourings, etc. Consider opti-
mistic/speculative approaches.

• Graphics/geometry algorithms. 2D, 3D,n-dimensional.

• Distributed flocking behaviour. Model the actions of a group of birds (orother creatures) as they encounter
obstacles while trying to maintain integrity of the whole flock. Relatively simple rulesexist to ensure this
behaviour.

• Pi-calculus, CCS, Ambient simulators.

• Artificial Life. Simulate interacting, consuming/reproducing creatures on a surface.

Note that although it is not required, some of these projects would be easierto debug and present if you have a
graphical display environment. A rudimentary Java GUI presenting an animation with simple controls (buttons) will
be available for you to use and extend.
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